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15th green looking back to the tee

Our 2018 golfing year is underway following the joint drive-in of
Club Captain Jim Godfrey, Ladies’ Captain Judi Monico, Seniors’
Captain Tim Bailey and Juniors’ Captain Tanesha Scanlon. A
large crowd of members and family gathered to wish them well.

The Officers of our Club play a vital part in creating a congenial
atmosphere among members and steering the continual
development of the facilities and events for us all. John Simpson
enjoyed a hugely successful 2017 as Club Captain and those who worked alongside him
appreciated the considerable forethought, imaginative attention to detail and remarkable
diplomatic and management skills that he brought to his captaincy. It should also be noted
that this was the culmination of an immense contribution to the running of our Club in the
preceding years on both the Board and Committees. He modestly professed to be most
gratified that in 2017 the Suggestion Book was virtually unused and that, unusually for a
serving captain, his golf handicap went down.
In December the Club paid tribute to another member, Steve Monico, who, in earlier years,
made a similarly significant contribution to the future success of the Club. He fully deserved
the 2018 Exceptional Service Award full details of which can be found on the website.
I am most grateful to have received a gift on behalf of
the Club from John Farnworth. At the BOGS Christmas
event he presented us with a hickory shafted mashie
with an historical connection to the Club. It was made
by two of the Club’s professional golfers in the early
years of the Club, Mr J Seager and Mr Robert ”Bob”
Jacobs. They were jointly at the Club during the years
1907 -1909. Sadly Robert Jacobs was badly affected
by exposure to gas in the Great War and never fully
recovered. However his son, John Jacobs, went on to
achieve golfing fame as a Ryder Cup Captain,
influential teacher/coach and co-founder of the
European Tour.
Some of you will know that most of the early Bedfordshire Golf Club archives and artifacts
were lost in Clubhouse fires which makes this rare item of golf memorabilia, acquired by John
Farnworth in 1998, especially valued. The Committee will shortly be debating how best to
display John’s gift and any suggestions from members would be welcomed.
My thanks, on behalf of members, to all those of you who volunteer your time and skills to
support the progress of our Club. I wish you all a successful golfing year in 2018.

Roger Willis
President
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Fellow Members,
I'm looking forward to an enjoyable year full of fun.
My congratulations to John, Anne and Terry for a very successful year.

The drive-in was an enjoyable experience and I was delighted to
be joined by Ladies' Captain Judi, Seniors' Captain Tim and
Juniors' Captain Roisin.

It is a great honour to represent the club this year. I look forward to
working with my fellow captains, our excellent committees and staff for the benefit of all
members.
Most members are aware of the club’s wonderful achievement of surviving and establishing
itself through dire financial years. It should also be remembered that John Gubb was
appointed to ‘grow in’ the course six months before it opened (1999). Due to circumstances he
has developed this course to its present outstanding condition on a shoestring budget.
It must have been very frustrating for John knowing how he could accelerate the development
of the course with more financial resources.
John and his team have shown great patience and skill. People talk about changing rooms/ car
parks, but for me it is this fantastic course that should always take priority; Improved
infrastructure will come in time as a result of our wonderful course.
I would like to thank John for his expertise, commitment and loyalty over the last 19 years.
I thoroughly enjoy the inclusive atmosphere of the club and look forward to playing with all the
various groups in the year ahead.

Jim Godfrey
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Despite rain, snow and falling temperatures the Ladies Section
continues to live up to my mantra for the year “Girls just want to have
fun!”
Anne saw out her
Year celebrations
AGM. As usual a
time ensuring the

Captain’s year with a flourish of Christmas and New
right up until handing over the reins at the Ladies
big thank you goes to the ladies who gave up their
clubhouse was ready and welcoming for the festive
season.

Top spot Ladies at the Senior Christmas Competions

“Girls just wanna have fu-un!”

with us.

Despite the cold and eye watering wind the Senior
Ladies’ Christmas competition set
the festive season off in style.
Although snow prevented the
Ladies’ Christmas competition
from happening the Christmas
dinner brought warmth and
sunshine to the club with much fun
and laughter as games were
played and songs sung. Much
mirth was enjoyed by all.
Christmas was rapidly followed by
New Year with many of us here at
Anne
Harris,
the club to see the New Year in. Winner
of
the
Before long we were enjoying our Senior Salver 2017
Past Captain and Committee
Luncheon where it was lovely to talk with our Past
Captains who continue to take such a great interest
in our ongoing activities and share many memories

Immediately prior to our AGM it was a pleasure to welcome Julie White
from Willen Hospice, Anne’s Charity for 2017. Anne is seen here
presenting a cheque for £1400 raised by the ladies during the year.
Our Trophy winners were then presented with their trophies to warm
applause.
At the AGM I was duly appointed
Ladies’ Captain for 2018 and very much look forward
to a really successful and fun golfing year. I have
been blessed with a keen and enthusiastic committee
plus many more who have offered to give both time
and expertise in so many ways.
My year started off in earnest at the Drive-in
alongside our new Club Captain Jim Godfrey,
Seniors Captain Tim Bailey and of course our
premier junior Roisin Scanlon. It was a relief to see the ball go in the right direction closely
followed by Roisin’s.The Captain and Seniors’ Captain Tim also did the business to much
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applause. Thank you to Keith Turner and John
Pepper for all the measuring. What a great job
they do for us. I am indebted to the Captain
who carefully ensured his drive was just the
distance I guessed. How lucky was that?
Ladies competitions continue to be held
weekly over 13 holes. Sadly the weather has
not been too kind and with many of us unable
to carry clubs our competition numbers have
dropped. However there have been plenty of
other reasons to gather together for activities
such as Book Club, Bridge, Pilates and even
knitting all of which continue to thrive. I am
sure as the days get longer and warmer you will see many of us on the course again.

Judi Monico
Ladies Captain

The Clubhouse
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As the new captain of the Seniors section I would like to take this
opportunity to introduce myself and set out some of the things we
intend to do and achieve during the coming year.
In case you haven’t heard, my name is Tim Bailey and I am grateful and honored to be
nominated and selected as your Seniors Captain for 2018. I consider it a privilege to be
associated with this superb club and I shall do my very best to make the coming year a
success. My aim is to continue the development of our section and ensure that the coming year
is full of events and is open and inclusive to all. We have a packed sporting and social events
calendar for 2018 and would encourage everyone to take part as often as possible.
As to my background, I am a local lad having lived all through my childhood in the small village
of Lavendon a few miles north of Bedford. I now live in Broughton village, which is just off
junction 14 of the M1. Just in case you haven’t noticed, I developed a local business ‘Bailey
Roofing’ which has grown substantially over the past decade and, fortunately, it is now being
run largely by my son which gives me time to play the game I love and spend more time at our
golf club. Like many of us, I just wish I had started the game a little earlier in my life!
As some of you will have noticed, I am a relative newcomer to golf having picked up my clubs
less than 4 years ago. Like everyone else, I suffer the usual consistency issues but that odd
shot that just goes exactly where you wanted it to go makes it all worthwhile and I always live in
the hope that one day I can fill a complete round with all my favourite shots. I know that
happens to some players now and again and I think the honour of being labeled a bandit for a
few weeks makes it all worthwhile.
The best thing about the club however is the membership and the excellent management at all
levels including the roll up sections. My personal experience in joining and integrating into the
club has been superb. l have made many new friends right across the club and thoroughly enjoy
the broad social events which are the fabric of the club. I have been particularly inspired by our
veterans who still play regularly in their eighties and even nineties and give the younger seniors
a good run for their money.
In addition to all the club competitions, we have a very busy schedule of inter club matches.
These are great fun and provide the opportunity of representing the club in a team event and to
play other courses within a 40 mile radius of the Bedfordshire G C. Please make sure that you
keep an eye on the notice board and put you name down for the matches as they are
advertised. My vice captain, Phil Rajotte, is responsible for arranging these matches and team
selection. These events are great fun so please don’t miss out! Last year we played 24
matches, won 13, lost 11 and drew 1. Our senior man of the match for the year was Nick
Serrecchia who, with Mark Lewin, also won the National Seniors pairs championship.
I have been graciously informed by past captains that the role requires fairness, an eye for the
course rules and etiquette and, above all to make sure that we all enjoy ourselves.
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Last but certainly not least is my nominated charity for the year. It is the Willen Hospice
charity. I know you will all be familiar with the critical work and support they provide and look
forward to raising as much money as possible for them during the coming year.
My dream for the year:
I would like to raise enough money through donations from senior members to build a bridge
over the small brook on the 9th fairway. It will be the same design as the famous one at St
Andrews. Still very early stages, but if you are interested please come and have a word with
me
Please be a little patient with me regarding names to faces, l can recognize faces, but then do
not put the right name to it.
Here’s to a year of birdies, eagles, and you never know that magical hole in one.
Cheers

Tim Bailey (Senior’s Captain 2018)

1st tee
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This winter has been one of the most sustained damp and cold spells
that we’ve had here for many a year – and the consequence of that has
resulted in a prolonged period of carrying, which, whilst an
inconvenience to some – and indeed, an impossibility for others, we
have still at least managed to keep the course fully open and in play on
tees and greens, which is a credit to John Gubb and his team, working in those conditions to
keep turning the course out at its best, for the time of year.

Although in the depths of winter, January is a hive of activity around the Club, with all the new
Officers being elected, the AGM and the formal lunches and dinners that go with them, so I do
have a wry smile when people outside the Club think we must be very quiet at this time of
year…the office, kitchen and bar staff work as hard at this time of year as they do mid-summer
in many ways – and whilst it is a tough juggling act between providing a level of service and
controlling costs, hopefully we get this right most of the time as we keep trying to move the
Club forward.

Good luck to Jim and Judi as they represent the Club and Ladies section as the respective
Captains, Tim Bailey with the Seniors – and two noteworthy appointments, with Sam Turnbull
becoming the first lady Chair of Greens Committee and Anthony Scanlon picking up the
mantle of Junior Organiser, supporting his wife Taneisha, and Fidelma Gordon who are
making a concerted effort to get things back where they should be for this neglected section –
I’m sure that everyone will support all of these Officers throughout the year and we wish them
all every success.

Talking of the bar, one small area that’s caused a little confusion, or not been properly
understood, is the “overdraft” facility on the Members bar accounts…

This facility is meant to be an emergency fund, so that no Member should be embarrassed by
being told that they don’t have enough credit and being asked to top up to buy drinks in front
of their guests – this facility has been in place for at least 7/8 years now and works well in the
main, as the £20 buffer zone that’s in place means that you should always be able to get a
round of 4 drinks.
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Things have evolved over the years and, now that half-way hut purchases, events and some
competitions are charged and paid for through the accounts system, you don’t always realise
what your balance is – and Lynne and Ruth have to juggle with balances to ensure that when
you come to the bar, especially at busy times, you can still get served.

Please remember, your account should normally always be kept with a positive credit balance
and this buffer is there as a goodwill gesture from The Club - where it’s gone slightly awry is
that when people are topping up, they are topping up back to zero their balance, rather than
putting their account back into credit – we’re not asking you to top up large amounts at a time
but, please work with us to be able to continue to offer this service to Members by only using
this facility as a last resort and, if politely reminded that a top up is needed – it is not to take it
back to zero but to leave it with a positive balance. Thank you for your understanding and cooperation on this.

Hopefully, we’re not too far away from seeing some green shoots of Spring and that everyone
can get out and enjoy their golf again – and for those that require them, the buggies are going
to be repaired on a rolling basis over the coming weeks, so that when they are able to be used,
once the ground has dried sufficiently, they will be ready for action.

Here’s to a good season ahead……

Geraint Dixon
General Manager & Head Professional
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After the hectic Christmas and New Year period at the Club, which
included the out-going Captain making his final speech at the Past
Captains and Committee Dinner, the AGM and the in-coming Captain’s
Drive-In weekends, it almost seems we’ve started the transition from
Winter to Spring. However, those who played in the pre-AGM
Stableford competition and turned up for the AGM itself found themselves in the depths of
Winter with a couple of inches of snow on the greens.
Conditions like these and the general wet weather we have had over the past couple of
months, bring home the fact that the Club’s income is very much weather dependent. A few
hardy souls can always be found out on the Course, but the vast majority of members would
rather play in dry, pleasant conditions. The thought of slogging round carrying a bag and
getting wet and cold in the process only appeals to the hardy or the foolhardy.
Consequently, the income for the first quarter of the new financial year is not quite as good as
hoped, but we are only slightly short of where we expected to be in the budget and are still
looking at a successful year. If only the sun would shine!
The AGM gave the opportunity to present the financial results for the year ended September
2017. In summary it was another successful year and I will expand on a few items in the
accounts in this report.
Total income was £968k, which puts us well on the way to breaking through the £1m mark in
the not too distant future. This was an increase of some 10% over the previous year.
Subscriptions were slightly up, as anticipated but the pleasing aspect was a general rise
across all income streams. Society income was up 32% and this is an area where we can still
considerably increase our revenues without impacting on member usage. Visitor green fees
were up £14k (30%) on the 18-hole course and £8k (13%) on the Academy Course. One
interesting statistic is that the Par 3 course takes more visitor green fees than the main course.
I find that surprising but also note the gap is reducing each year.
This is a trend that reflects on the continuing improvement in the playing facilities we offer to
visitors. The immediate past Captain, John Simpson, introduced an excellent initiative during
the year of a meet-and-greet rota, whereby a committee member would be on hand to meet
each Society who was booked in. This usually involved giving them a brief summary of local
rules and making sure they enjoyed their day. The feedback was excellent but it also gave us
the opportunity to compile comments and observations from these visiting groups to hopefully
continue to improve our facilities on both the Course and clubhouse.
Another pleasing increase was the Bar and Catering income lines. The mantra from myself
and other Board members is for the membership to use the facilities we offer and to make
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comments as to areas where we can improve. Bar income was up 13% and Catering 12%
which all helps in allowing improvements to continue in other areas of the site.
On the expenditure side, this was very much in line with the budget. We have continued with
the pathway project during the year with additional installations from the 2 nd green to the 3rd tee
complex and also from the 3rd green to the 4th tee area. As was mentioned in the 2016
accounts, prior year pathway expenditure was also included in the accounts to 9/17. This is
due to timing issues with the work being carried out later than anticipated which means that two
years’ worth of expenditure has been included in the financials for the year just gone.
This results in a P&L loss of £7.5k against a surplus to 9/16 of £46k. For a comparable result
the two years should be combined giving an average surplus of around £20k for each year.
This is an excellent result and shows that the Club can keep adding to surplus funds whilst
continuing to invest in the infrastructure.
Apart from the pathways, we also had to replace the bridge over the brook on the Par 3 course.
This was due to the old structure being rotten and it was replaced with a sturdy metal design,
which looks like it was lifted from the M4 motorway. When will they notice?
A new Till system was also installed in the Members Lounge and also behind the Biddenham
Suite bar area. Again, this was forced on the Board to replace the old tills as they were having
reliability problems but the upgrade makes life much easier for the bar staff and office staff in
operational and reporting capabilities.
It is the philosophy of the Board to try and make “visible” improvements wherever it can as this
increases the (correct) perception the Club is moving forwards and I believe this has been very
successful over the past few years. However, there are also a number of “invisible”
improvements that have to be made. This includes a replacement oven in the kitchen to
replace worn out equipment and also the major capital expenditure necessary to keep the
greenkeepers’ equipment in good working order. There has been an additional vehicle
acquired last financial year and planned changes in a rough mower could be made in early
Spring.
As always the success of the Club lies with its members. We continue to receive good
feedback on the welcome new members receive when they join and it is also pleasing the other
way round as to how easy they seem to fit into the fabric of the Club. Long may that continue.

Steve Coppock

Chair BGC Management Board
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Course Manager’s Report

Bedfordshire Golf Club February 2018
What a wet start we have experienced so far in 2018. The course has
stood up well to all the heavy rain though and remained opened
throughout, which is testament to the course and shows that all the hard work we carry out
during the year is beneficial.
The team have still been kept busy, the poor weather has allowed us to dig out all the
unwanted saplings from the pond banks on the 14 th and 15th holes, this is an important task as
trees such as willow find it easy grow on the banks close to the water and over time these
greens would become obstructed from incoming shots.

Other work has included painting all the benches and oak posts, raising the sunken drainage
lines on the 4th and 12th fairways and keeping the drainage outlets clear and allowing the water
to leave the site as quickly as possible.
Another Autumn/winter task has been reconstructing some of the bunker banks, with all the old
sand splash contaminated material being removed and replaced with fresh soil and new turf.
This should also help with grass cover over the summer months as the warmer temperatures
make it hard for the grass to establish and this results in animal damage, creating sandy bare
areas for the rest of the season.
The team have also continued with the bunker drainage work to some of the problem bunkers
on the course, we find that the bunkers usually need to be revisited every 5 years to clear out
and unblock the new drains that we have installed. The two bunkers with the rubber crumb
lining seem to be working well with no washouts and water settling in the bases so far.
We have been able to get the hand mowers out on the course and keep on top of the greens
and tees growth, the team know the wet areas and where to keep away from when travelling
around the course.
We have also managed to get out and solid tine the greens twice in January with our
pedestrian machine, this aeration work is vitally important to the greens as it helps keep the soil
profile open, whilst also helping with the disease pressure we experience during this time of the
year.
In December we used our verti drain to aerate the greens and tees, but when the weather
turned for the worse we had to leave the approaches and weaker areas such as walkways,
these areas will still need to be done when the weather allows in the spring, this helps them
recover from all the winter wear and tear the course receives.
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With the limited mowing opportunities and lots of damp weather the worms really have been
noticeable recently, with no chemical products available, it’s something we are going to have to
get used to at the club, but we are still looking for alternative methods to discourage them from
casting.
It’s also important to remember at this time of the year that we may start to experience some
minor damage from crow pecks, looking for leather jackets and chafer grubs in the turf, again
all chemical control methods for these insects has been removed, so it’s vital that we all try
and repair any damage seen before larger animals such as rabbits start to make larger holes.
By the time you read this article the tree surgeons will have undertaken the year two work of
our five year tree maintenance plan, the greenkeepers clear up the resulting debris once it’s on
the ground, allowing the contractors to do more work up in the trees, this will be the second 5
year programme that we have carried out to the mature trees around the course here at
Stagsden, this work not only makes them far safer and preserves the life of the tree, but also
shows that the trees really are growing and maturating all the time.
Dean and Will have been busy with the winter servicing, and repairing all the equipment in the
maintenance shed ready for the new season, Will has gained a lot of knowledge from Dean
regarding the machinery and really enjoys his time working on the mechanical side of the job.
I would like to thank member Tony Peluso for donating two air compressors, we have already
utilised one of these for the shoe cleaner located outside of the club house.

Whilst it has been incredibly wet this winter the ground temperatures have been quite mild, so
please keep using the fairway divot bags as this will help keep the fairways in top condition, as
the seed can still germinate.
The crows seem to enjoy turning over any old fairway divots, so if you see any turned over
near an old divot hole please help us and replace it.

John Gubb
Course Manager
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Winter Competitions report
January is behind us and the nights are drawing out, we saw our
resident Barn Owl hunting alongside the 18th fairway in broad daylight
at 4.45pm on the 5th of February so it won’t be long before we can start enjoying our Spring
and Summer golf!
Although we tend to play just one mens’ competition per week during the Winter period there
has still been plenty going on across the other sections of the club with Ladies and Seniors
competitions held regularly and very well supported.

All results can be found on Masterscoreboard and have been reported by Clive Haywood in our
weekly newsletter, generally accompanied by a photo of the winners, I would like to thank Clive
for doing a great job each week.
So at the risk of repetition I will cover a few of the headline winners from Winter
Competitions……………………






The “end of season team stableford”- winners with 80points, Noreen Tattam, Steve
Coppock, Adrian Lennox – Lamb and Pat Moriarty.
November 19th Men’s Greensomes stableford was won by club stalwarts Chris and
Gary Clarke with a terrific 41 points.
November 26th Men’s Medal (we must be mad!) was won by John Donnelly with a gross
76 (69) top work JD.
December 3rd saw the men’s whiskey shotgun won by Neil Fish and Adrian Wareing with
a fantastic 44 points.
On New Year’s Eve we held a team incremental stableford (which took us well into the
New Year to make sense of the scorecards!) Winners were Jason and Mitch Young with
the help of Tristan Endersby, well done boys.
Les Sharman

Into the New Year and on the
th
14 of January we played the first
round of the Morgan Medal series
(we are mad) where we saw some
excellent scoring topped by club
legends Les Sharman 67 Div 1 and
Chris Clarke 65 Div 2 fantastic
stuff.
Les Sharman
Chris Clarke
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Sunday 28th Captains Drive in 4BB stableford
was won by new member Ollie Monks and his
partner Kevin Medhurst with a terrific
score of 44 points, new Ladies captain Judi
Monico and Sue Cribb won the ladies
comp and were great company on the golf
course, well done girls.

Messrs. Medhurst & Monks with the
new Captain
I would like to pass on my sincere thanks to John Gubb and his team for producing the course
in excellent condition week after week in the face of some dreadful weather conditions, top
work boys. Finally I wish Captains, Jim, Judi, Tim, Roisin and all of you the very best of luck
and another enjoyable year of golf at Stagsden, play well and enjoy our wonderful course and
camaraderie.

John Haines
Chair of Golf

17th fairway
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Welcome to another year in Bedfordshire Golf Club, with a new Club
Captain Jim Godfrey, Ladies Captain Judi Monico and Seniors
Captain Tim Bailey settling into their year of office and who are jointly
keen to promote social engagement throughout the club. In addition
this year we had the pleasure of young Roisin Scanlon joining the Drive-in as Juniors Captain.
Looking back into 2017 we should be thankful to both John Simpson and Anne Harris for
positively promoting and engaging in various social functions throughout the year.
Reflecting on the festive season of December and January our catering and bar staff once
again stepped up to the occasion providing an exemplary service throughout the period. They
managed some 35 events and served more than 1500 meals, with a number of those events
attended by over a hundred people. Of these events many were for various club functions
including The Seniors’ brunch, BOGs verses Late arrivals and BYGAMYST lunch enjoyed by
some 80 players; an enjoyable TATs Christmas lunch for 50 players; the Black Tie New Year’s
Eve celebration where nearly 100 members and partners enjoyed seeing the New Year in; the
Past Captains and Committee Black Tie dinner where participants enjoyed an entertaining 24
minute speech from our then Club Captain John Simpson and indeed a fine response from our
then Vice Captain Jim Godfrey; and of course the staff Christmas lunch where the Management
Board served the staff lunch. In the same period the staff managed fifteen events catering for
external patrons. We cannot thank the staff enough for their outstanding efforts and
commitment during the period.

Some memories:

Presidential waiter at
Staff Xmas dinner

John Simpson presenting bouquets to
Anne Harris and his wife Sue at the
Past Captains’ and Committee Dinner

Captain’s table at the NYE
dinner

Members and partners at the
NYE disco
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Past Captain Vic McDonald presenting
an Exceptional Service Award to Steve
Monico at the Past Captains’ and
Committee Dinner

One event in particular worth mentioning is the Christmas Lunch and club Christmas Draw
attended by some 100 members, partners and friends on Sunday the 17 th December, when Ann
Harris kindly provided seasonal table decorations adding to the occasion. We were again
entertained by the Fusion Youth Singers – a multi-cultural group with ages ranging from 5 to 12.
We were also treated to a very witty and entertaining Christmas message from our President
Roger Willis. The 40 prize draw was managed extremely well by our then Captains supported by
Geraint Dixon. Regarding Fusion we should note that the BGC members kindly collected just
over £360 for Fusion during the lunch. Following the event we received a nice note of thanks
from Fusion organisers for their warm welcome to the Bedfordshire Golf Club and the very
valuable contribution to their funding. Our thanks go to Sam and Nick Turnbull for orchestrating
this generous collection.
Members & partners
enjoying Christmas
lunch
Anne Harris with The
Fusion Youth Singers

The Captains Drive-in was a first of a kind with our newly elected Club Captain Jim Godfrey
being joined by Lady Captain Judi Monico along with the Seniors Captain Tim Baily and also our
Junior Captain Roisin Scanlon, a great demonstration of inclusiveness. The lunch following the
Drive-In was a warm event enjoyed by family and friends with Jim Godfrey probably achieving
some record with number of grandchildren attendees.
Tim, Judi, Roisin and
Jim at the Drive-in
Jim Godfrey enjoying
the lunch with family
and friends

Now moving onto 2018, many of you will recall the John Simpson’s initiative to hold a Celtic
night in March 2017. Jim Godfrey is keen to repeat this very popular event and the date has
been set as the 10th March a date which we believe provides a wee breather since the Christmas
festivities, but is reasonably close to St Patricks Day, St David’s Day and indeed Burns Night.
Last year it was an immensely popular sell out event and we are looking forward to an equally
enjoyable evening in March 2018. We have been fortunate to again (after much effort) book the
local Irish band ‘Life of Riley’ who will get everyone dancing. We also have a Scottish Piper
coming along to play some stirring Scottish songs and tunes and who will also pipe in the
Haggis. Our own John Jappy has very kindly offered to conduct the ‘Address to the Haggis’. We
will also enjoy some melodies provided by our Welsh Ensemble. Peter, our chef, has created a
menu offering a selection of fare from the three Nations. If there are any places still available at
the time of this going to print come along and enjoy an evening of great craic, great food, great
song, great dancing.
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Other events of note that have been planned during 2018 include;


Quiz night on March 23rd with Steve Gilder kindly taking on the role of Question Master



The popular Deacon cup with a black tie dinner on Saturday 19 th May followed by a
medal round on Sunday morning.



Saturday 7th July a family fun day Golf followed by a BBQ which will include academy
members.

Another very successful event held in 2017 we plan to repeat in 2018 is the Soul Night when
on the evening of Saturday July 14th for which we are fortunate to have the Soul Man
entertainer booked. We should thank David Donnelly for his suggestion regarding booking this
entertaining very popular local performer, whom we have discovered tends to be booked over
a year in advance! We are proposing making this a very casual informal evening with a BBQ/
buffet located outside the Biddenham Suite leaving plenty of space within for mixing and
dancing to your favorite soul music.
There are other events planned where we are trying to blend golf with social functions. In this
regard we are thankful to Anne Harris endeavouring to organise some mixed golf events and
many of you will have seen club notices inviting participation. We are however looking for folks
to help coordinate these popular mixed events which we see as growing in popularity.
Where we would like to get too regarding the social fabric of the club is to hold a number of
popular legacy events that members recognise and look forward to albeit with some variation.
A number of these are planned around the festive season, for example Christmas Lunch, New
Year’s Celebration, The Captains’ Drive in Lunch; there are others where Golf and Social
Function combine, one such being the popular The Deacon Cup and another is Inclusive Golf
Day. Maybe looking forward Celtic night and Festival (Soul Man) BBQ become legacy events.
However there tends to be a dead period in the Autumn where we could explore running
another club function and any inspirational ideas would be welcome.
Reflecting on 2017 we have seen growing participation at a variety of events during the year
with some being hugely successful. We are however conscious that everyone maybe seeking
something slightly different from the club and not every event is going to be attractive to all. We
believe however that more engagement of members is possible, particularly of newer and our
younger members, and therefore if you believe that you have an idea of what could be an
attractive event that is likely encourage participation, and would add to the social fabric of the
club, please don’t hesitate to contact me and share your thoughts.

Peter Wilson
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Not a huge amount to report on at this time of year so it is
with great pleasure that I can mention the fantastic
achievement by John Kemp by qualifying for the European
Seniors PGA Tour. He finished second over 4 rounds at
the Pinta course in Portugal. John has played off plus 3 for
many years and in recent times has been a member at
Woburn. He originally came through the ranks at our club
in the 1980’s and 1990’s whilst located at Biddenham,
eventually sweeping all before him. He qualified for the
Open twice; has broken several course records and won
many top class tournaments. We wish him every success.

Our county scratch foursomes team are lying second behind Leighton Buzzard in division 2
after two matches. Promotion is still very much on the cards. One of the great joys of playing
for this team in the past was the chance to meet up for breakfast at a convenient Little Chef.
Most such venues in Bedfordshire have been frequented by us down the years, very often to
the great surprise of the sleepy staff. Little Chefs are now few and far between,so it was at
Sainsburys in Clapham Road that the senior scratch team met recently for coffee and
blueberry muffins.
Seven clubs now take part in the seniors winter league. After losing the first match narrowly
(and despite the breakfast) the team are undefeated and have every chance of coming top, if
they can manage a win away to John O’Gaunt then home to Aspley Guise.
The draw for the mid–handicap competition is made at the forthcoming
AGM to be held at Millbrook GC. The county president elect is also
president of Millbrook. In addition, our John Haines is due to be
elected County Senior captain and well deserved too.

John Haines

The county fixture calendar for the 2018 season has been published
and can be seen on Bedfordshire County Golf Union’s website at
bedsgolfunion.org.uk. The list is also pinned
to the county notice board in the foyer.

I do highly recommend participating in County Events. They are very
well organised and suit all golfers.

Les Sharman
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Due to wildlife sightings on the course being on the thin side
during winter, I thought I would include a true story.
I hope you enjoy it, is not about Golf but about my next
favourite sport......Fishing.

"Quick kill it before it attacks us."
What a headline to read in the local paper, especially bearing in mind that it was a
misquote!..........honestly.
The story to this headline began on a Friday in August 1969, some
fourteen days earlier. The day began for me, completing my last day
on an "Out of Bounds course" which was being run in a manor
house in Northampton. The course was arranged through the
London Brick Company where I was apprenticed, and was designed
to give you experience of working within a team environment with
other people of your age group. Being only sixteen years old and
away from home, the week proved to be very enjoyable. The course
had began on the Monday with my dad dropping me off at the
Manor.
Friday at 3:30pm found me waiting outside the centre for dad to pick
me up and take me back home. He was on time and within the hour I
was back home and making my way to my friend David's house to find out what had been
happening during the week, whilst I was away. David wasn't at home when I called but his
mother told me that he had gone fishing, probably to Stewartby Lake.
Stewartby Lake lies just outside the village, alongside Green Lane. It had been flooded in the
late 1950's early 1960's and was full of fish, especially Pike, Roach, Rudd and Perch. The land
around the lake and the lake itself was fenced off with " No Trespass " signs warning anyone
who entered the area that they might be prosecuted. This arrangement was used fairly
commonly by the London Brick Company for two reasons. One was the safety aspect as the
pits were very deep, the main reason however was to keep the disturbance of the game birds
down to a minimum. The company, through the then Works Manager, ran a shooting syndicate
which involved other London Brick Company managers/Directors. The shooting syndicate
would meet up on a Saturday throughout the winter months and shoot partridges, pheasants,
rabbits and other game. The area around the lake was patrolled by the Works Manager and a
part time game keeper but for some reason unknown to David and I, they had been
conspicuous by their absence this summer. We and other village teenagers had had the lake to
ourselves, creeping in through the numerous gaps in the hedges and fishing to out hearts
content.
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Perch were the most numerous fish that we caught regularly, most fish ranging from 1.5lbs to
2lbs, very good size for perch. However the fish that we were all after was the majestic Pike,
which according to the books of the time could reach weights of up to 40lbs and fought like
sharks. Since July I had caught nearly forty Pike with the biggest weighing 19lbs, this fish
taking me 20 minutes to land.
The method we all used to catch Perch and Pike with, was what was called a Lure or as we
called them " Spinners". The Spinner took the form of a thick metal wire, cut to about three
inches long with a loop one end, where you tied your wire trace on to and at the other end a
treble hook was fixed. Red wool was wrapped around the hook to entice the fish some more. A
shiny steel plate, shaped like a spoon is connected to the middle of the wire held in place by a
split ring which allows the spoon part to rotate when the lure is reeled in. Coloured beads are
also threaded on to the wire to help stop the spinner tangling and aid in the spoon spinning.
The treble hook is made up of three hooks soldered together and was about the size of your
thumb nail. The points of the hook needed to be very sharp so as to hook the fish. The wire
trace had to be used to stop the Pike from biting through your line when they were hooked.
Pike have a great many sharp teeth all pointing slightly backwards into their mouths to ensure
that once a prey fish is caught it is caught!
The other type of lure we used was called a Plug. This was normally made of wood and jointed
in two places and carved in the shape of a small fish. This lure had three treble hooks fixed to
each joint via a threaded hook. The plug was painted green and yellow and had a metal tab
fixed to its nose end to make the plug dive down in the water when retrieved. Due to its shape
and design, the plug, when reeled in, wobbled which was supposed to give the plug an action
similar to a sick fish, supposedly irresistible to the pike.
There are two advantages of lure fishing, one was that the only tackle you needed to take was
a fishing rod, reel, gaffe and some spare lures. If officialdom did turn up you could make your
escape relatively easily and manage to keep your fishing tackle. The second reason is that
you fish on the move, meaning that you start fishing in one place and then move along the
bank, covering as much water as you can with your lure. You would spend about 10 minutes in
each place casting out along the bank and out in front of you, so as to cover the whole area.
When you had finished in one area you would walk 15 yards along the bank and start again.
The lake is about 1200 yards square, the south side runs parallel to the Bedford to Bletchley
railway line and the north side runs along the Bedford to Marston road. The west side runs
through rough land, which separates the lake from another pit further to the west. The south
side had been partly filled with the top brown clay from Rookery Pit which runs alongside the
other side of railway line. This brown clay created a shallow drop off on this side and due to
poor vegetation was visible from the road. This bank to my knowledge was never fished at that
time.
We would normally start fishing at the old boat house which was at the Railway crossing end
of Green Lane and make our way up to "Ada's Corner", heading north, where Green Lane
meets the Bedford to Marston main road, a distance of about 1000 yards. "Ada's" corner was
named after the elderly lady that lived in the house at the junction and the lake here is very
deep. The year previous three of us had caught twelve pike from this area with a total weight
of a 120lbs, the largest pike weighing in at 23lbs making this spot a Hot Spot.
After leaving David's house I headed off for the boat house in the hope of meeting up with him.
I climbed over the gate at the boat house and began walking along the bank towards Ada's
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corner. The bank on this side, for most parts, is made up of old bricks lying on brown clay,
making progress quite slow. Halfway along this bank, a small stream originates from the lake
which eventually empties in to the river. This stream is very important as it stops the lake from
flooding and provides some species of fish a safe place to breed. After negotiating the stream I
continued up along the bank, finally spotting David fishing on the edge of the Hot Spot.
David's fishing technique was not quite text book style, he had his transistor radio on and his
pet dog was splashing near him in the water. So much for keeping quiet and unobtrusive! When
I reached him his rod was bent over nearly double but nothing appeared to be happening. " Hi
Dave" I said, "hooked the bottom?"
"Looks like it" he replied, " if I lose this plug I'll have to pack up, as this is the only one I have
left".

A lot of old machinery was left in the lake when it was flooded and if you allowed your spinner or
plug to sink to deep, then there was a good chance it would snag up and it would be lost. " Let
your line go slack, sometimes that works " I suggested, David tried it and then reeled in again
and lent back into the rod, without any luck, the plug appeared to be stuck solid.
After what seemed ages, David said that what ever he had hooked was moving, but it felt like a
dead weight, what ever was on the end was not struggling. Slowly bit by bit he retrieved his line,
still with no indication that there was anything alive on the hook.
"You must have hooked an old sleeper or something" I said, "it certainly isn't a fish"
Due to the water clarity being very poor, you could only see about three feet under the surfso it
was a little while until we could see what was on the end of the line. With us both peering
intently at the spot where his line entered the water and David pumping his rod and reeling in,
the sight that met us was unbelievable. David had hooked the biggest pike we had ever seen.
He had hooked it in the mouth but the fish wasn't fighting, he was pulling it sideways through
the water, the pike couldn't understand what was going on. It slowly appeared through the
murky water and just as we saw the pike, it saw us and it sprung into action by flicking its tail
and diving down back where it had come from.
At this point Dave let go of the reel and then got his knuckles rapped as he tried to get back in
contact with the monster. He finally managed to regain control of the reel and then an epic
battle began. Dave would gain some line only for the pike to take it back again in a flash,
landing this fish was going to take a long time, if we would land it at all. After what seemed an
age the pike began to tire and as its runs became less, Dave managed to coax it into the bank
where I waited with the gaff.
The nearer the pike got, the more we could see just how big it was and how much trouble we
were going to have getting it up the steep brick bank. It was difficult to see the pike as it
thrashed about near to the bank and I thought we would lose it as I waited for the opportunity to
gaff it. After two failed attempts I finally managed to slip the gaff into the pikes gills and started
to lift it out of the water. David put down his rod and together we pulled the pike up the bank and
onto a flat area over looking the spot. We then realised just how big it was, easily the biggest
fish we had ever seen, it appeared to be well over four feet long, as it thrashed about on the
ground.
It was mayhem, the dog was barking, we were shouting and the pike was flapping about. " I've
got a lump of wood in my fishing bag, I'll get it and try and kill it". David fetched the piece of
wood, and whilst I held it down, he hit it on its head, behind its eyes very hard. On the third hit
the pike lay still - dead.
We both stood there in total shock at the size of this beautiful fish which David had just caught,
not quiet being able to get our heads around on just how large it was.
I asked David whether he had any spring scales that we could weigh the pike with.
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A desperate search in his tackle box failed to find any scales so we decided the best bet would
be to carry the pike back to my house where it could be weighed.
Getting the gaff, we slipped the handle into the pikes gill and out of its mouth, collected up the
fishing tackle, and set off my house.
What a sight we must have made walking through the village, we had the handle of the gaff
over our shoulders and the pike was hanging between us, its tail dragging on the floor.
On reaching my house, we went straight into the barn, where I found some scales that
weighed up to 25lbs. I had to stand on a stool so as to get enough height to suspend the pike
off the floor . The scales went straight down to the bottom, well its more than 25lbs I said and
went off to find some more scales. I found another set of 25lbs scales and climbing back on
the stool, I weighed the pike again, both scales went down to the bottom. It weighs more than
50lbs I shouted, then quickly realised that you can't put two weighing scales in series. So we
still didn't know how much it weighed but we did measure its length and it was 4 foot 2 inches
long, a true monster.
Lets take it down to the London Brick canteen, my mum is working today, we should be able to
get it weighed there. So off we went again with the pike over our shoulders heading for the
works canteen.
We found David's mum, who, after her initial shock at seeing such a large fish, showed us
where the large scales were.
We managed to balance the fish on to the scales and to our dismay it weighed 31 lbs 8 oz.
The two of us just sat there looking at the scales and wandering what to do next.
It was agreed that David would keep it until we could decide what to do with it. The pike was
then carried to David's house, where it was placed in water.
The next few days were hectic, word had got around the village about the capture of the large
pike. The local paper, the Bedfordshire Times, had found out about the story and had arranged
a time with David and I to take some pictures and run a story in the next edition.
The reporter met us down at the lake and took the pictures of us holding the pike and interviewed us so as to get our story. They asked us what our first reaction was when we had landed it. We replied that we should kill it in case it bit us.
The headline that came out in the paper was " Kill it before it attacks us" making readers of the
article think that the pike had reared up on its tail and was fighting us!
The Angling Times paper also took some pictures and they also run with the story in their national paper. The pike by this time had left David's house and was residing in a freezer at the
local fishing tackle shop in Bedford, awaiting a decision on what would become of it.
David looked at having it set up in a glass case, but the cost would have been equal to over 2
months wages, so this idea was dropped.
The outcome of all the publicity was that London Brick Company closed the lake to all fishing,
put up "No Trespass" signs and arranged regular patrols.
Finally when all the furore had died down, life returned to normal.
The lake was finally opened to the public by way of Stewartby Water Sports and a fishing section was opened. But to this day I haven't heard of a fish that big being caught from the lake
and due to still living in the area, I still meet people who remember that day.
What happened to the pike, I don't know. The last I heard it was still in the freezer at the Tackle shop. I still fish regularly but have never caught any fish of that size and if I did.....................I
would put it back to fight another day.
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Since the last edition of the Recorder, four members have unfortunately passed away.
Pam Laville 27th October 2017
Peter Willis 27th October 2017
Fred Savage 30th November 2017
Brendon Kearney 30th November 2017

Obituaries
Pam Laville
She was born in 1933 and educated in India where her father worked. She has a sister. She
married Victor Laville, and they had 3 children: Vic, Sandra & Mark.
When we first met them they lived in a big house off Kimbolton Road where they enjoyed a
social life, both parties and bridge. (they were good bridge players, and like all bridge players
this brought on a few discussions or differences of opinion!)
They later moved to The Old Barns, Biddenham. Her husband suffered from cancer and was
treated at the Royal Marsden(?) Hospital in London. Soon after he died her Alzheimer's
disease got worse, and she had carers to help. She then moved to a house next to her son
Mark in Plymouth, and later to a care home in Cobham not far from son Vic . Physically she
was fit. She died there on 27 October.
She was a member of BGC both at Biddenham & Stagsden where she enjoyed her game
although often forgot her score! Her husband did not play golf. They both enjoyed social
events and bridge - also Pam was a good needlewoman who even did upholstery at home.
She was quite a lively soul. I forgot to say she had several grandchildren.
Daphne Davis

Peter Willis

25/12/1927 – 27/10/2017

Peter Willis was born on Christmas Day 1927 in London, he was the eldest son of George and
Margaret Willis.
Peter qualified as a dentist and after marrying Dilys in 1954, moved
to Bedford to join his father George who was also a dentist in the
practice located on Midland Road where he treated patients until he
retired in December 1987. Peter and Dilys had four children, Mark,
Nicholas, Rebecca and David. The family has grown over the years
to include Grandchildren and Great Grandchildren.
Peter and Dilys were members of the Bedfordshire Golf Club when it
was located on Bromham Road and therefore played both the old
and the new courses. Peter enjoyed everything that being a member
of the Golf Club had to offer, the joy of being out in the fresh air with
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good friends playing a game he loved was important to him and of his four children three now
play the game on a regular basis, his enthusiasm for the game was clearly infectious.
Peter was a member of many organisations in Bedford and was a man with a quick wit a
talented raconteur and story teller, he always had time for people and was probably the first to
volunteer when help was needed.
Peter will be missed but remembered with a smile by all those that knew him.
Nic Willis

Fred Savage

24/07/1931 – 30/11/2017

As members are aware, with his family surrounding his bedside in Milton Keynes hospital Fred
passed away peacefully after contracting pneumonia.
Bred and born in Stoke Goldington, Later Fred played a huge part in the
village of North Crawley. Fred started off as a farmer taking over the family
farm and later he then became catering manager at Mitchell Hall Cranfield
College. He was a keen sportsman played tennis, A great cricketer, was
club president for many years, and prepared the ground & wicket for the
matches for which he was very proud of. He would be seen umpiring. A
prolific batsman, He kept wicket at times and would proudly show off his
bruises to prove it. In his early days he played a high standard of football
for Cranfield then transferred to Wolverton town where he played against
Peterborough in the early stages of the F A Cup. He was a parish
councillor organizing many events. The list is endless. His influence on
youngsters to play sport will never be forgotten, his grandson Alex being a prime example
Fred, a lefthander, a popular giant of a man, was a member of The Bedfordshire Golf club for
well over twenty years in which time made countless friends particularly in the seniors’ section.
A very competitive player, but at all times conducted in a most friendly sportsmanship manner.
His name appears on many of the senior trophies and on two occasions won the Senior’s
Championship. Fred played in the Mondays Wednesdays and Friday morning group, his name
will always come into conversations for many years to come. It was impossible not to enjoy his
company and respond to his unmistakable laugh.
Fred retired from golf prematurely to care for his wife Nancy, but they still managed to take part
in village Life. He will be sadly missed by his old colleagues and the whole community of North
Crawley.

Keith Turner
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Sometimes I wonder if golfers are a special breed of dedicated
sportsmen, and women, especially during the winter months. We
arise from a warm, comfortable bed, take a peek out of the window
to see the lawn covered in frost, and the car windows all frozen.
Normal people would turn tail and go back between the sheets. But
not us. We are all-weather golfers. We dress up in thermal
underwear, heavy trousers, then over-trousers, a roll-neck jumper,
a double knit sweater and on top of all that, a wind cheater, plus a Yours truly in full winter gear
silly ear warming woolly hat, and dressed like this, expect to play a
reasonable round of golf, probably in gale force winds, and a temperature that is just about at
freezing point. Are we crazy? No, we do it because we love the game, and like smoking, it is a
habit we would find hard to break. This exercise we undertake, because that is what golfers do.
We play like this in the winter months, when the enjoyment factor is zero, and constantly look
forward to the summer, when we can shed all those winter clothes and play the game in
clothing comfort.
Roll on Spring. - David Allen
Thanks are due to Clive Haywood for many of the photographs in this edition, and especially for
the winter scenes of the course.

Looking back up the 14th fairway.
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